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ABSTRACT
This study compares the use of modal verbs in research articles by
international graduate students compared with use by professional writers of
scientific research articles. To mal<e these comparisons, two corpora of research
article texts-one by international students and one by professionals-were created
and modal verbs were counted in each of the corpora. Total frequencies of modal
verbs, frequencies in each research article section and frequencies of individual
modals were all compared. The functions for which students and professionals used
particular modal verbs were also compared.
The findings showed that students used modal verbs with twice the frequency
of their professional counterparts throughout the corpora. The modal verbs can and
willwere particularly overused by students, while may was the one modal
consistently underused by students. Students often used these modals for functions
uncommon in professional use.
These findings will be useful to ESL teachers and materials writers who are
interested in helping students write in a more professional, effective style. This
research also contains many applications for further research into learner modal
verb use in scientific research articles.
CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION
In presenting their findings to the scientific community, scientists must make
myriad choices regarding how to reduce months of research, usually with plenty of
human ups and downs, setbacks and surprises, into a few pages of scientific
knowledge. Included in these choices are questions of how to present their most
interesting, unexpected or important findings as specifically and carefully as
possible, in a way that discreetly acknowledges the limited nature of all research, but
also conveys the importance of their own work (Swales, 1990). Modal auxiliary
verbs, such as may, can, might and could, become essential tools in achieving that
balance between new exciting claim and carefully expressed proposition.
When professionals who are native speakers of English make their choices
about how to weigh in on this balancing act, they come with a far greater advantage
than their non-native speaking counterparts. Intuitivelythese native speakers
comprehend that modal verbs do not serve one sole and simple purpose within
English, or even within the specific genre of scientificwriting. They realize any one of
these forms has more than one possible meaning and function, including
permission, abilityor possibility, obligation or necessity, volition or prediction. As
they understand what functions are appropriate in which context, they are able to
choose the appropriate forms. And they understand the subtle gradations between
certaintyand doubt conveyed in the forms expressing possibility. None of this
knowledge comes easily or naturally to the non-native speaker, and yet, it is
essential for them to handle these forms with the same precision that native
speaking scientists do, if they wish for their tentative findings to be expressed
accurately.
In order to discern how the use of modal verbs may be Interfering with the
attempts of non-native speaking international graduate students to make clear and
qualified claims and to represent themselves as competent members of the scientific
discourse community, this study compares the use of modal verbs in scientific
research articles by International students and professional, published scientists.
Importance of this Study
This study's importance lies In its focus on one form, modal verbs, and their
use by non-native speakers in the specific genre of research articles. Information
about professional and leamer use of modal verbs in research articles may assist
the learners, their teachers and textbook writers to understand more about the
appropriate or common frequencies and functions of modal verb use in professional
research articles, and the ways students vary from these accepted uses. ESL
students and teachers will also benefit from considering the implications of the
findings for student needs In research writing.
The focus on modal verbs is significant because of theircomplexity in both
syntactical form and semantic meaning, which makes them challenging for non-
native speakers to learn and use in anysetting, and because oftheir importance in
all communication, including the particular type of communication important for
International graduate students, scientific research articles (Holmes, 1983, 1988;
Stubbs, 1985).
The research article is a form most intemational students must master in
order to proceed in academic and research careers; scientists who do research
need to publish their findings in order to fully participate in the discourse of their
community. Not only is the research article important in their future careers, but also
in their graduate coursework, in which professors' will expect them to write up their
findings for class projects in research article format.
Expressions of modality are important in scientific writing as a way to present
new claims with appropriate politeness and precision (Holmes, 1988; Hyland, 1996;
Myers, 1989). Although many forms express modality, including modal adverbs,
adjectives and lexical verbs and nouns, limiting this study to modal verbs allows me
to look closely at the use of the most common surface form used to express modality
(Biberet al, 1999; Holmes, 1988; Stubbs, 1985).
The choice to study non-native speaker use is important because of the
potential to offer useful information to learners and their teachers. While past
research has been done regarding the use of modal verbs and other forms of
modality in the scientific writing of native speakers (Adams Smith, 1984; Butler,
1990; Hyland, 1996; Salager-Meyer, 1994; Skelton, 1997; Varttala, 1998), I found no
research regarding the use of modal verbs by non-native speakers in this genre.
Flowerdew (1997) looked at undergraduate students' writing of reports based on
first-hand data, including surveys, interviews and observation. While useful, her
study did not provide much information about the more complex and more important
writing ofscientific research articles for potential publication in international journals.
Thus this study is important for three related reasons. First, it looks closely at
only one form, allowing for more understanding of that particular form in Its
complexity. Second, it focuses on the specific and important genre of scientific
research articles. Finally, it gives an understanding of non-native speaker use in that
genre, an area of research that has not yet been studied.
Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to determine whether NNS graduate students
use modal verbs differently than professionals when writing scientific research
articles. Modal verb use In a corpus of research articles from both groups was
examined. The study looked at the contexts and functional purposes that influence
the choice to use modal verbs. Comparisons between the two groups were made to
determine how and why learners of English use modal verbs differently than
professionals, as well as what effects such differences have on NNS writing.
To fulfill this purpose, the study addressed the following research questions:
How does the use of modal verbs in scientific research articles differ between
NS professionals and advanced international graduate students with respect to
the overall frequency of modal verbs used?
the frequency differences between research article sections?
frequency of individual modals used (overall and by sections)?
the functions of the modal verbs used?
Preview of the Study
To address these research questions, I begin in Chapter 2, Literature Review,
with a presentation of background information about modal verbs and their
frequencies in different genres and the past research of modal verbs in scientific
writing and in the writing of non-native speakers of English. In Chapter 3, Methods, I
explain the two corpora created for the study, one of international students' writing
and one of writing by professionals, and the quantitative and qualitative analyses
done of the modal verbs that appeared in these two corpora. The results of those
analyses are presented and discussed in Chapter4. Finally, in Chapters, I
summarize these findings and discuss major suggestions for further research and
implications for learner and their teachers.
CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Studying the differences in modal verb use requires background in several
areas; the general frequencies of modal verbs across registers and between
different registers; the use of modal verbs and other forms of modality in writing,
particularly scientific and research writing; and the use of modal verbs by nonnative
speakers. Because the present study uses corpus linguistics, I also need sufficient
background In the use of corpus linguistics for studying Interlanguage. This chapter,
therefore. Introduces the defining characteristics of modal verbs, their typical
semantic meanings and their functions and frequencies in different registers. It
discusses the specific findings regarding modal verb use in scientific writing,
Including the most common modal verbs, their typical functions and their varied use
throughout the different sections of the research article. Finally, this chapter
introduces the key requirements of corpus linguistics.
Functions and Frequency of Modal Verbs
Any study of modal verb use requires first a definition and list of modal verbs,
their grammatical characteristics, semantic meanings, general functions and relative
frequencies in different contexts. However, a complete discussion ofeven merely
the semantics of modal auxiliaries is far beyond the scope of this paper. Here Igive
an overview of the forms, meanings and functions ofmodal verbs, and then discuss
the frequencies of these forms within different registers, an area of greater relevance
to my own research.
Forms of modals
The modal auxiliaries are generally considered to be the verbs can, could, may,
might, must, shall, should, will, and would (B'lberet al., 1999). These verb forms are
distinguished from lexical verbs by the following characteristics (Hailiday, 1976):
1. They have no finite, to, -ing, -ed, etc. forms: *"maying, to may."
2. Negative and interrogative fomis are made without expansion. It is not
necessary to include a "to do" or "to be" form when creating questions or
making negative statements with modal verbs. "He will not." "Can she go?"
rather than *"ls she can go?" and *"He doesn't will."
3. Negative forms are reducible. They can be contracted, as in "I can't write this
paper." "I won't be able to finish."
4. They can be used as "code verbs" in ellipsis: This means that when two
equivalent clauses using a modal verb occur together, the second clause
does not need to repeat the accompanying lexical verb, as in, "I can go. So
can she." In this case the second modal verb {can) represents the lexical
verb {go).
5. They do not require a third person singular -s: *"She cans."
6. They are not found in imperative clauses.
7. They do not combine with each other and do not co-occur in a clause (except
in somenonstandard dialects; "She might could go").
8Despite these clear characteristics, Biber et al. (1999) argue that the
distinction between modal verbs and lexical verbs is not completely clear. Some
normally non-modal lexical verbs can also function as modal verbs, especially in
spoken contexts. These forms are classified in two categories. One category is
marginal auxiliary verbs and includes need to, dare to, and used to. These verbs
have features which are characteristic of modal verbs, such as similar negative and
interrogative forms: "needn't, dare not, need we?." Biber et al. (1999) also include
ought to in this group. The other category is called semi-modals or quasi-modals:
(had) better, have to, (have) got to, be supposed to, be going to. These idiomatic
expressions act as forms of modality but can also be marked for tense and person
and can co-occur with modal verbs (Biber et al., 1999).
This study's focus, based on the information from the current literature
regarding the defining characteristics of modal verbs, is on the following verbs: can,
could, may, might, must, shail, should, will, would, need to, dare to, ought to, (had)
better, have to, (have) got to, be supposed to, used to and be going to.
Semantics of modals
Extrinsic and intrinsic modaiity
While the list of relevantverbs is fairly limited, the list of possible semantic
functions these verbs fulfill is rather extensive. There is not a one-to-one
correspondence of meaning and form, and most modal verbs can fill more than one
semantic function. Two basic functional distinctions, accepted by most linguists, are
made between extrinsic and intrinsic modality (also known as "epistemic" and "root"
modality) (Biber et a!., 1999). Most modal verbs can be either extrinsic or intrinsic,
depending on the functions they fill and the meanings they relate.
Extrinsic modality is concerned with the "logical status of states and events"
(Biber et al., 485: 1999), and is based on the reality outside of the inner reality of the
text. These extrinsic meanings (commonly called epistemic modals) are often related
to the subjective viewpoint of the speaker with regard to doubt or certainty of a
proposition (Palmer, 1979). These verbs suggest likelihood, possibility or prediction
of a proposition (Biber et al., 1999). For example: "Theweather may turn bad this
evening."
Intrinsic modality speaks about agent-controlled actions and events. These
verbs express obligation, volition, permission, and ability (Biber et al., 1999; Palmer,
1979). For example: "I will chose the yellow pencil." "You ought \o go to be earlier."
This computer can do many things."
These characteristic divisions according to semantics provide a framework
for analysis ofthe functions ofmodal auxiliaries. While frequency of occurrences is
one telling aspect of use, the differences in intrinsic and extrinsic use are also
important.
Ambiguous Meanings
The difficulty of assigning rigid semanticmeanings to the modal auxiliaries
was discussed by Leech and Coates (1980) and Coates (1983). They argued
against using logical formalism to set up definitions of the words and suggested
instead an understanding of the "indeterminancy" of meanings in these words. Three
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types of indeterminancy--gradience, ambiguity, and merger-can help distinguish
between words that fit somewhere between two categories, or that can have two
separate meanings and can logically fit in one or both of these semantic categories
(Leech and Coates, 1980; Coates, 1983). This ambiguity of semantic classification
suggests that analysis of modal verb use cannot be expected to neatiy divide ali
modal verbs into only two rigid categories.
Frequencies in different registers
Past research has found that modal verbs with ail their varied meanings occur
to different degrees throughout various discourse registers. The term "register" is
used to mean varieties of discourse "defined by their situational characteristics"
(Biber, Conrad, & i=ieppen, 1998). Registers can be more general and broad, such
as registers of conversation and writing, or more specific, such as registers of
newspaper writing and academic writing, or even more specialized, such as the
register of editorials and the register of sports reporting, the register of composition
essays and the register of research articles. In Holmes' (1983) study modal verbs
occur more often in the register of speech and especially in conversation (42.4 per
1000 words) than in writing (36.8 per 1000 words). Comparing conversation,
newspapers, fiction and academic prose, Biber et al. (1999) found that modal and
semi-modal verbs were used most often in conversation (25 occurrences per 1,000
words) and least often in news writing and academic prose (14 occurrences per
1,000words in academic prose). While the numbers in these two studies differ, both
point to a greateruse of modals in conversation than in writing. The previous
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research shows, then, that modal verbs are a more common feature of oral
discourse, and appear least frequently in academic writing.
Use of Modal Verbs in Scientific and Research Writing
Although modal verbs occur more often in oral communication, the preceding
information indicated that modal verbs play a crucial role in writing. The role of
epistemic modality in academic writing specifically has been of recent interest to
applied linguists. Researchers have begun discussing the important function of
epistemic forms of modality (also referred to as "author comment") in even the most
scientific and objective writing. Some studies covered the broader topic of modal
forms which were not limited to modal verbs, while others were focused only on
modal verbs.
Reasons for modality in scientific writing
Forms of modality, including modal verbs, have been shown to serve at least
four related functions in scientific writing: to express politeness; to suggest
tentativeness; to mark a proposition as the writer's own viewpoint; and to create a
scientific atmosphere. These different functions often occur simultaneously, and we
see in all of the functions that forms ofmodality are used in academic and
specifically scientific writing to show the place of the writer in relationship to both the
text and the reader. In some cases forms of modality serve as politeness strategies,
achieving politeness through mitigations, often called "hedges" (Hyland, 1996;
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Myers,1989; Salager-Meyer, 1994; Varttala, 1998). This politeness is required
because of the particular nature of scientific discourse, which requires researchers
to present new findings in an extremely accurate manner which also acknowledges
the contributions of other scientists. Varttala's research (1998) also suggested
hedges are used in more general, popular scientific journals to create a scientific
atmosphere and prove the credibility of the writings.
In other cases modal verbs indicate the author's attitude towards any
statement within the text (Adams Smith, 1984), and show the writer's role as the
"understood agent," someone who is reporting his or her own views (Thompson and
Ylyun, 375:1991).
Scientists also employ modal verbs in order to present their claims more
accurately. Expressions of modality
allow writers to express propositions with greater precision,
recognizing the impossibility of exactly quantifying the world.
Scientific writers seek to balance fact and interpretation as they try
to present information as accurately as possible, always
recognizing that only a segment of reality can be described...
(Hyland, 478:1996).
Hedges are also used to suggest the appropriate degree of tentatlveness
which would allow them to acknowledge the possibility that they could be proven
wrong and the fact that they are only expressing their perspectives about their
findings ratherthan certain truth (Adams Smith, 1984; Butler, 1990; Hyland, 1996;
Myers, 1989; Varttala, 1998).
Modality in scientific writing Is expressed through several different forms: lexical
verbs, adverbs and adjectives, modal nouns and of course, modal verbs. As Butler
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says, "The modal verbs are one of the most powerful devices available in English for
the presentation of conclusions with a range of subtle gradations in strength and
confidence" (Butler, 138:1990). Because of the complexities and importance of
modal verbs in scientific writing, this study focuses on the ways learners of English
handle these verbs to function as forms of politeness and textual qualification, as
well as for other purposes.
Frequencies of modal verbs in scientific corpora
Several researchers have found a significant number of modal verbs in
corpora of scientific writing. Butler's (1990) research found modal verbs made up 1
percent of all words in his corpus, while Hyland (1996) noted that a limited number
and variety of modal verbs functioning as hedges made up his scientific corpus.
Modal verbs made up half of all the author comments appearing in a corpus of
medical writing in Adams Smith's study (1984).
These researchers have also found that certain modal verbs were more likely
to appear in scientificwriting. Among these, may, would, cou/d (Hyland, 1996), may
and should (in medical writing (Adams Smith, 1984)), and mayand can (in physics,
botany and plant physiology writing (Butler, 1990)) have been found to be more
preferred in scientific writing than in otherforms of writing. Butler (1990) found the
auxiliaries will, would, could and should \Nere less appropriate in scientific writing
than in more general genres of writing. Hyland's (1996) study alsosuggested
certain hedging forms-including may, could, and should-are more common in
scientific writing than in other forms ofwriting.
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The use of modal verbs in scientific writing has shown variation based on
topics, audiences, and research article sections. For example, Butler (1990) found
that biology texts were twice as likely to have occurrences of may and might as
physics texts, and that can appeared more often in physics tests. He suggests that
the differences relate to topic. The literature suggests the Importance of modal
verbs within the context of scientific writing, and implies the need for greater
research into the questions of learner use of modal verbs in scientific writing.
Frequencies in research article sections
The majority of research Into the varieties of modal verb use has been in the
area of research article sections. Skelton looked at the "types of truth" in medical
writing, as a way to explain the differences in modal use within scientific research
articles (1997). He and others found that the "contextualized truth," which occurs
primarily in Introductions for discussing the research of others does not require
frequent occurrences of epistemic modality (Skelton, 1997 and Thompson and Yiyun
1991). In Results sections and to some extent In Discussion sections, where
"evidential truth" based on concrete evidence-numbers and statistical signlflcance--
is Important, verbs like show are more common and there are fewer instances of
modality (Skelton, 1997). What Skelton labeled "interpretive truth" is the most
Important context for modal verbs. This context, which occurs in some Results
sections and even more often In Discussion and Conclusion sections, requires a
greater reliance on modality expressions because of its characteristic of relating
non-evidential claims and judgements of truth and doubt and certainty. These
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sections often deal with what maybe the case and what should be the case.
Discussion sections also see a larger proportion of modality because of their
tendency to offer suggested action and future research (SI<elton, 1997).
Other research backs up Skelton's hypothesis. Varttala found the modal
auxiliaries may, might and could used in their epistemic meaning as hedging devices
occur most frequently in the Discussion sections of research articles appearing in
medical journals, and occur only half as much In Introductions, even less In Results
sections, and were almost non-existent in Methods sections (1998). General studies
found that author comments and hedging occurred more often In Discussion
sections (Adams Smith, 1984; Salager-Meyer, 1994). Similarly, the specific studies
of modal verbs by Butler and Varttala found modal auxiliaries occurred more often in
Discussion sections (Butler, 1990; Varttala, 1998). This increase In expressions of
modality reflects the "switch from detachment to involvement" (Adams Smith, 28:
1984). In the Discussion sections, there was one occurrence of author comment for
every 2.2 lines, and more than half of these occurrences were modal auxiliaries
(primarily may and then should), with most cases of should appearing in a
concluding sentence (Adams Smith, 1984). Similarly, Salager-Meyer found that 13%
of the words in Discussion sections were hedges usingmodals to qualify or enhance
quantitative and qualitative findings (1994). She explained these findings:
It is in this last section of research papers that writers
speculate, argue, contrast and extrapolate from the described
results, and at the same time avoid stating result too conclusively
so that the readers can note that the authors are not claiming to
have the final word on the subject.... By resorting to such
expressions, researchers can avoid absolutes and thus Indicate
exactly the degree of certaintywith which they present their
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conclusions and also how strongly they want to align thennselves
with their claims (Salager-l\/leyer, 163:1994).
Researchers general consensus about the proportions of modality typically
used in the other sections of a research article suggests concentrations are found
most often in Discussion sections, then Introductions, then Results and finally, least
frequently in Methods sections (Adams Smith, 1984; Butler, 1990; Salager-Meyer,
1994). This fairly universal finding of the relative proportions of modal verbs in the
different research article sections indicates a study of modal verb use needs to
include the differences of use across article sections.
Functions of modal verbs in research articles
Most of this past research looked at the ways expressions of modality are
used to qualify writers' statements, and so concentrated on instances of epistemic
modality as opposed to modality performing any other function. In a study of the
various functions of author's comments in medical research writing, Adams Smith
(1984) found that author's comments served the following functions, in order of
frequency: 1. Assessing probability or possibility related to the truth or definiteness
of a thesis. 2. Recommending or expressing obligation or necessity. 3. Evaluating. 4.
Emphasizing comments. 5. Expressing ability. 6. Arguing for a point or action. 7.
Expressing expected or unexpected outcomes. Salager-Meyer (1994) also found
that epistemic functions of modal verbs were the most common in research articles,
most often used to express tentativeness and to qualifystatements, and
occasionally, (in Methods sections) to act as approximators.
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Butler (1990) looked specifically at the functions of certain auxiliary verbs 
and found may and might were frequently epistemic while can is less likely to be 
epistemic. His corpus had only one occurrence of an epistemic can. Most instances 
of will referred to future time, and some were used to show inanimate ability 
(instrinsic), or a deductive relationship between two statements. Only one example 
of will served as pure prediction (extrinsic). Only two uses of would were found in 
expressions of tentativeness, co-occurring with verbs such as seem, appear and 
expect. And should, shall and must were all more likely to function as expressions of 
obligation, although must also did serve epistemic/extrinsic functions. 
This past research, in particular Butler's, which was the only study to look 
specifically at modal verb use in scientific research articles, suggests the importance 
of the differing functions of modal verbs within different contexts. Whether NNS 
student writing follows the conventional uses remains an important research issue. 
Summary of modality in scientific writing 
Expression of modality is an important aspect of scientific writing, and modal 
verbs, which are the most common forms of modal expression, are perhaps the 
most important forms of modality. They serve to qualify statements and are crucial in 
presenting the scientific researchers' views of their findings in a manner suggesting 
both politeness to the larger scientific community and the specific differences 
between research findings and unequivocal facts. They are more likely to be found 
in the Discussion sections of research articles, and are least common in Methods 
sections. The verbs may and can are especially common in scientific writing, 
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although other forms also occur. May is more likely to be used in its extrinsic
functions, while can is more likely to be used intrinsically.
Nonnative Speaker Use
Challenges of modal verbs
As useful as modal verbs are in communication, including academic and
scientific writing, they are not easy to learn or to use appropriately for nonnative
speakers of English (Gibbs, 1990). English L2 learners may have a relatively simple
time learning the surface positions of modal verbs but may have a bigger problem
recognizing and using modal verbs properly with respect to their underlying meaning
(Cook, 1978). There are a few possible reasons for this trouble. One problem with
modal verbs, and all expressions of modality, is that the linguistic forms do not have
a one to one relationship with meaning (Holmes, 1988). Furthermore, categories
Involved in expressing modal meaning are not clear, but rather are better understood
as "degrees of certainty or epistemlc commitment to the validity of a proposition."
(Holmes, 10: 1982; Leech G. and Coates J., 1980). Another challenge for NNS is the
fact that the use ofmodality, like other pragmatic features, is culturally determined
(Hinkel, 1995; Holmes, 1988). Since epistemic modality is used both to express the
speaker's perspective about a proposition, as well as deference to one's addressee,
NNS students need to develop soclocultural sensitivity to learn to use it appropriately
(Holmes, 1983). Not only do learners struggle with using modal forms, but also with
recognizing their meaning and range ofmeanings in reading, causing confusion
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between accepted facts and objective statements, especially in scientific writing
(Adams Smith, 1984).
The research suggests students may have difficulty controlling their use of
modal verbs, especially within the context of the complicated and demanding task of
writing up their own research in a research article.
Textbook studies
Studies of textbooks (Holmes, 1988; Hyland, 1994) indicate that students may
receive inadequate information about modality and modal verb use. Course books
studied by Holmes (1988) used less than half (40% and 27%) of the total range of
epistemic modal verbs in their content and grammar exercises, did not present other
forms of modality other than auxiliary verbs, and did not present information about
the frequencies of use of these different forms. Hyland's (1994) study of EAP and
ESP textbooks noticed that few texts presented information about the extrinsic use
of modal verbs or only covered would, should, can and may and even in these cases
did not make a clear distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic modality. Sometimes
the textbook presentation of modal forms is misleading because it has been over
simplified. In one textbook Holmes investigated, modal verbs were described as
"impersonal, implying that assessment of their validity Is based on some objective
measure." In another text modal verbs and other epistemic expressions were only
discussed in their function as expressions of affective meanings of politeness, rather
than modal meanings (Holmes, 26:1988).
After looking at these problems. Holmes argued that it Is important for learners
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to be taught a range of possible expressions of doubt, uncertainty, possibility and
probability and "some awareness of the relative frequency of different devices in
different contexts, so that they can accurately gauge the stylistic effect of using one
rather than another" (Holmes, 23:1988).
If students are not taught that there are more forms of modality other than
modal verbs commonly used by writers, such as modal adverbs and adjectives, and
lexical nouns and verbs, they may overuse modal verbs in their scientific writing. If
they are not taught the nuances of meanings and appropriate uses for modal verbs
within certain contexts, the difficulties of controlling use may be even more apparent.
Studies of modal verbs in NNS writing
Studies of NNS writing have demonstrated problems with over and underuse
of modal verbs. More generally, many studies have suggested learners are more
likely to use a more "direct" style of writing than NS without the qualification or
mitigation that forms like modal verbs supply (Fiowerdew, 1997, 1998; Hu et al.,
1982; Hyland and Milton, 1997).
Hyland and Milton (1997) found that the L2 writing was more likely to convey
a stronger degree of certainty, with "firmer assertions, a more authoritative tone and
strong writer commitments," when compared with NS writing (193). Their results
showed NNS students used 60% more certainty markers than LI students, while the
NS students used 73% more expressions of probability. Similarly, half the epistemic
expressions used by the Chinese students functioned to show the writers' certainty
while epistemic markers in the NS writing functioned to qualify the probability or
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doubt of an assertion. In this study, while both groups made extensive use of modal
verbs to make a qualification, NNS actually overused most modal verbs (they used
will and may twice as often as NS students, but would and might wWh half the
frequency) and most lexical verbs expressing doubt and certainty, but they used
adverbials as expressions of modality to a much lesser extent than native speakers.
The researchers also noticed that the Chinese students who scored the highest
grades on the high school graduation exam used the least modal verbs.
Learners used modal verbs infrequently, especially in epistemic or extrinsic
function, in Flowerdew's (1997) study of a learner corpus of analytical writing by 2"*^
and 3^^ year university students in Hong Kong. The resulting writing often was "too
direct" for the context, In Flowerdew's estimation (79:1997). Offering anecdotal
evidence, she concluded that students' interpretation of results is overly certain,
based on "certain knowledge, rather than plausible knowledge," (80:1997). She
suggested students have a limited lexicon for commenting on and reporting data.
In Hu, Brown, and Brown's (1982) analyses of the interpersonal metafunction
of Chinese and Australian students' writing in English, it was found that Chinese
students preferred "root" or intrinsic modals, and semi-modals, such as "have to" and
"be able to" over extrinsic modals expressions of probability and predictability, which
were more often used by the Australian students. The Chinese writers used the
expressions "If...not, you'll...", as in "Ifyou don't work hard now, you'll regret it when
you grow up," with a greater degree of frequency, suggesting to the researchers
that these writers had a more definitive way of thinking than the Australian writers.
Overall, the Australian students were twice as likely to use expressions of modality
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as Chinese students.
In Flowerdew's (1998) study of learners' expressions of causality, she found
the professional, native speaker corpus showed a greater tendency to modify causal
verbs with modal verbs than the corpus of writing by Hong Kong university students.
She also found that learners were less likely to use mitigating devices, especially
modal verbs, with causative phrases. Learners almost never used can and may in
these environments, while NS often used modal verbs and adverbs in these cases.
Flowerdew suggested these findings indicate that learners attempt to show direct
causal relationships when less definite relationships may be the reality. Another
reason for the findings, I believe, may be because of learners' difficulties with
expressions of modality, including modal verbs.
Hinkel (1995) considered the problem of the cultural context implicit in
modal verb use in her study. She found that ESL students from Asian cultures with a
Confucian/Taoist influence used modal verbs of obligation and necessity differently
from the way NS used those same forms when writing about issues concerning
family, tradition, education, and patriotism. She suggested the reason for this was
their differing values of what is obligation and necessity. Hinkel argued that students
need to learn modals in L2 contexts and points of reference to enable them to use
them similarly to NSs. This argument may be especially relevant when learners are
writing scientific and academic texts and wish to be heard by a certain discourse
community. In these cases learners need to conform to the rhetorical standards of
that community's culture, especially the standards of politeness and deference.
Discrepancies between the way NNS and NS use modal verbs in these kinds of
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contexts would be more problematic.
The findings do not present a clear consensus about typical student use of
modal verbs. In some cases, it seems overuse is the prevailing problem, causing
writing to sound too conversational and unsophisticated, while in other studies,
students' underuse of the verbs causes their writing to sound more direct than native
speaker writing. Furthermore, no studies have examined a large number of
advanced students writing research papers.
Methodology of Corpus Linguistics for Interlanguage
Principled corpora
Because this is a corpus linguistic study of interlanguage, the requirements of
a well-designed corpus study must be considered. Biber, Conrad & Reppen (1998)
say a principled corpus should be of an adequate size (number of words, texts and
registers) large enough to be representative and generalizable, and a diverse and
well-reasoned array of source (i.e.: not all by the same writer, not all about the same
subject). In most studies of learner language, including my own, two separate
corpora are compared usually in order to study differences in frequencies of use of a
certain form or forms. These types of studies require two principled corpora that
differ as little as possible, except in the characteristic under investigation. Creating a
learner corpus and finding an appropriately comparable NS corpora are some of the
biggest challenges for researchers in interlanguage corpus linguistics, and this
challenge is no less pronounced in my own situation.
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Past researchers have had to consider several features when devising an
acceptable corpus, including level of the students and their LI, the level of the NS
corpus: students or professionals, and the writing topics, registers and task
characteristics of the writing of both corpora.
Learner characteristics
The majority of interlanguage studies have focused on writing done by
students of English in countries where English is not a primary language, either for
reasons of necessity (the researchers are in an EFL context), or to avoid the effects
of immersion experiences on the learner language. Generally, the students have
been at the university level, although a few studies have used students graduating
from high school. All the students whose writing makes up a corpus are typically at a
uniform level. Sylviane Granger, the creator of the most prevalent corpus of learner
language, the International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE), emphasizes the need
to consider the students' LI as one factor affecting their writing (Granger, 1998).
Thus, the proficiency level and L1 are important considerations.
Native speal^er cliaracteristics
In order to make principled comparisons, researchers have tried to ensure
that there is as little variation as possible between the native speaker and learner
corpus. In some cases this has meant choosing to use NS student writers rather
than professional writers. Granger has headed the creation of a corpus of NS
student writing with writings similar to those in the ICLE (1998) to use in comparison
studies, and corpora used in other studies (Hyland &Milton, 1997; Reid, 1992) have
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also followed this route. Other studies have compared the learner student corpus
with a NS corpus written by professional writers (Flowerdew, 1998; Milton &Tsang,
1993). The appropriate choice depends on the research question under
investigation.
Characteristics of the writing
Several characteristics of the writing-topic, the situation in which it was
written, and the types of writing-all affect the features of the writing. In their creation
of corpora, researchers have emphasized different qualities of the writing. The ICLE
and its NS corpus equivalent both use argumentative essays, although the topics
vary between the two corpora (Granger, 1998). Both the leamer and NS corpora in
Hyland &Milton's (1997) and Reid's (1992) studies were made of writings done as
part of standard examinations. Flowerdew's (1998) study of causality markers used
writing by students within a topic and register (essays about environmental concerns
in the neighboring regions of southern China) which she felt would be more likely to
contain features she was interested in studying. Her NS corpus was of writing in a
similar topic, professional scientific writing in an environmental report. Milton &
Tsang's (1993) study demonstrated some of the problems in finding comparable
corpora, Because no one NS corpus matched their learner corpus with respect to
register, the researchers pooled three different NS corpora. They justified this
decision by saying that it gave a broader sample of NS writing and would thus help
ensure that any differences between the learner and NS corpora indicated
characteristics of the students' writing. However, they acknowledged that this corpus
choice did have some limitations because the NS corpus was not taken from a
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school context similar to the learner corpus and because the topics and writing
genres were not similar. In my study, Iwill have to grapple with these questions of
equivalent topics and registers.
Types of analysis
The majority of corpus linguistic studies of interlanguage are concerned
primarily with underuse and overuse of certain forms by learners of English, as is my
own study. According to Conrad (1999), however, corpus linguistics looks not only at
the quantitative results of frequencies of use, but also takes a qualitative approach
and makes interpretations about the functions of the forms and the significance of
the contexts and situations in which they appear. Hyland and Milton (1997)
demonstrated a clear example of combined quantitative and qualitative analysis in
their study of qualification and certainty in student writing. They not only counted the
frequency of occurrences of 75 words, but also randomly extracted sentence
contexts of each lexical item from each level of student writing they were studying.
They used these examples to determine the function and syntactical category of the
words. An effective combination of both quantitative and qualitative analysis is an
important consideration in my own research.
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Summary
This chapter has introduced the modal auxiliary verbs I am interested in
studying and given a framework of grammatical characteristics of form, semantic
meanings, grammatical functions and relative frequencies of occurrence across
registers. The modal verbs, especially in their epistemic or extrinsic functions, are
crucial for academic and particularly scientific writing, where hedging, other
politeness strategies, and the practical concerns of presenting an interpretation of a
new finding with the appropriate degree of certainty make these forms, as well as
other forms of modality, Indispensable.
At the same time, modal verbs present a considerable challenge to learners
of English, due to their unique grammatical characteristics, nuances of meaning and
variance of use according to context and cultural interpretation. Past research has
found modal verbs to be underused, overused and misused by learners in different
situations.
Finally, my chosen method of study, corpus linguistics, has been discussed.
Past researchers have grappled with corpora choices and degrees of analysis.
General standards of corpus creation, finding one large enough and varied in a
principled manner, are important considerations, as is the combination of qualitative
and quantitative analysis. My application of these principles will be the focus of the
next chapter, Methods.
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CHAPTER 3- METHODS
In this chapter the creation of the two corpora used in this study, one learner
language corpus and one professional corpus, Is discussed. The characteristics of
the student writers, their English proficiency, first languages, and areas of study are
described, as are the types of writing and writing topics which make up the two
corpora. I also list the modal verbs counted and describe the quantitative analysis,
as well as the method of qualitative analysis and comparison made of the verbs
occurring in the corpora.
The Learner Corpus
Two corpora were created in order to study learner auxiliary modal use in
scientific research articles: a learner corpus and a professional corpus. The learner
corpus was made of writings by non-native speakers of English who were
international graduate students at Iowa State University. The 29 participants were all
English 101D students In the 1999 calendar year. All subjects gave me their consent
to be involved in the study, after I had obtained permission from the Human Subjects
Committee at Iowa State University.
These students were admitted as regular full-time students at Iowa State and
were enrolled in courses for their respective program of study. They were required to
take English 101D because of their scores on an English writing placement test
taken at the beginning of their studies at IowaState. English 101D is an English
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writing course for non-native speakers who are graduate students. The course
focuses on scientific research writing, with emphasis on the organizational structures
and typical grammatical features common in the research writing which graduate
students will have to do during their course of study. Writing assignments include
summaries and critiques of professional research articles, literature reviews,
proposals and small research articles.
The students were a roughly even mixture of male and female who were
mostly in their 20s. Their time in the United States or any other English speaking
country ranged from six years to under two months. They came from a variety of
language backgrounds, but the majority, 19, were Chinese. Five were Korean, three
Turkish, one Brazilian, with a native language of Portuguese, and one Japanese.
These students represent the variety of intemational graduate students at
Iowa State as well as at many other American universities. Their uniform level of
ability, as determined by their placement into English 101D, ensures greater
consistency in the results. Their diversity in background ensures that variation due to
first language and culture is included in the corpus.
Characteristics of tlie writing
The writings which made up my learner corpus were all research articles
written by the subjects as the final assignment for the English 101D course. Because
these students hope to publish their research findings in respected academic
journals, a genre exemplified by the published articles which make up the
professional corpus, the research article assignment is an appropriate focus for this
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study. All the papers were research articles in the sense that they presented original
empirical data discovered at least in part by the writers, some also included data
from colleagues in research group.
The student papers were all similar in rhetorical structure, with an Introduction
containing background knowledge from past research, and a Methods section. In
many papers the Results and Discussion sections were combined, leading me to
combine the two in my corpus. The papers varied in length from 385 words to 3234
words. The total word count of the learner corpus was 46,728.
About half of the papers were first drafts, with no prior comments by
instructors, and the other half were final drafts, which had been revised to varying
degrees based on instructor comments. 1collected some of these papers
electronically, via disk and email, but the majority I scanned from the hard copy.
After scanning, I edited the texts for any scanning errors, and then I divided each
article into sections; Introduction, Methods and Results/Discussion.
The students' academic disciplines, and hence the subject of their papers,
varied. Twelve wrote about topics in the natural sciences: five in genetics, one in
veterinary medicine, two In chemistry and two In physics and two in food science
and human nutrition. Several (10) also wrote in engineering and technology fields,
four in aerospace engineering, three In material sciences and engineering, one in
electrical engineering, one in computer science, and one in industrial technology.
Four of the subjects were from the disciplines of consumer science and education:
three were in textiles and clothing and one In nutrition education. Finally, two of the
papers were within the field of economics and one was in statistics. (See Table 3.1
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for a summary of the corpus characteristics.)
This wide range of subjects allowed my corpus to be more representative both
of the range of backgrounds which international students come from, and the varied
disciplines in which they hope to achieve accepted professional status, through,
among other routes, publication of their own research. Using this wide and
representative range should help to make myfindings both more generalizable and
more applicable to the a variety of students and TESL teachers.
The Professional Corpus
The writers
As I mentioned in the literature review, other researchers of NNS language
have been divided about the choice of a comparable NS corpora. Some researchers
choose to use writings by student writers, while others choose expert writers' work. I
chose expert writers because I believe their writing serves as an important model for
intemational students, scholars and scientists who want to enter this professional
discourse community. That is, NNS students are not trying to write like NS students,
but like published professionals. Some of the professional writers were non-native
speakers of English, as are many scientists, but all the articles were edited to
comply with the standards and expectations of the readerships of the British and
American scientific journals in which they were published.
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The texts
All of the writings which made up the professional corpus were already
electronically available as parts of several different corpora: The Longman Spoken
and Written English Corpus, (see Chapter 1 of Biber et al, 1999) the ARCHER
Corpus, (see Atlcinson, Biber & Finegan, 1994) and The Corpus of Writing in the
Disciplines (see Conrad, 1996). In an attempt to match the genres of both corpora
as closely as possible, all the writings which 1chose were within the genre of
research articles, presenting original findings of empirical data, with a rhetorical
structure which could be divided into at least three sections: Introduction, Methods,
Results and Discussion (often together). The total word number of the professional
corpus was 419,864 words.
I wanted to match the topics of the research articles as closely as possible with
the topics in the learner corpus; however, this was one of the most difficult aspects
of the creating valid and principled corpora. A professional corpus with the same
proportion of equivalent topics was impossible to create. Many of the students wrote
about topics in engineering and computers, but there were few similar topics in
readily available electronic corpora of professional texts. Many of the articles in the
professional corpus had been published in medical journals, or were focused on
other biological topics. Thus, the professional corpus was more weighted to topics
from biology and medicine, while the student corpus was more weighted to areas of
physics and engineering. I decided that similarity in genre was more important than
similarity in topic, because of the relationship of research article writing with use of
modality. Thus, these two corpora represent a variety of writers and topics, but a
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Table 3.1. Description of the Student and Professional Corpora
Corpus
Number of
texts
Number of
words Topic areas
Student
29
46,728 Natural Sciences; Engineering and
technology; Family and Consumer
Sciences; Social Sciences
Professional 134 419,864 Medicine; Natural Sciences
consistency in genre. However, this difference in topics was a factor to consider in
interpreting the findings. (See Table 3.1 for a summary of the professional corpus.)
Quantitative Analysis
Both corpora were grammatically tagged for part-of-speech information, using
the tagger developed by Biber (1988). An automatic program was then used to count
all occurrences of the following items, identified as medals auxiliaries, marginal
auxiliaries and semi modals, by grammar studies: can, cannot, could, going to, has
to (and other tense forms^ may, might, must, needed to (and other tense forms),
shall, should, supposed to, will, and would. Used to is also considered a semi-
modal; however, I found that very few of the instances for this phrase in my corpora
functioned as modality, so I deleted this semi-modal from the study.
Counts were made by computer of individual as well as total modal use.
Counts were also made by computer of total modals and individual modals in each
research article section. The counts of each file were checked for any outliers by me.
Files of the modals in context were also checked by me to assure that the modals
had been correctly identified.
The counts were normed to 1000 by computer to make comparison across
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texts of different lengths. I compared these counts of the different modals in both
corpora and across research article sections In order to see the general frequencies
of use and differences in these frequencies. Specific modal verbs with the greatest
differences in counts-can, may and iv///--were identified for further analysis.
Qualitative Analysis
I looked at the surrounding 40-word context of all the occurrences of can, may
and iv///in the student corpus and 100 randomly chosen occurrences of each modal
in the professional corpus, similar to Hylandand Milton's study (1997). To look at the
context, a computer program called KeyWords In Context extracts a key word, and
the 20 words before and the 20 words after this key word. In my functional analysis, I
loosely following Butler's (1990) categories of analysis, which I chose because
Butler's study was the only one to look in depth at modal verb use and to do
semantic and functional analysis of the forms. I identified can and may as falling into
one of the following semantic meanings: epistemic comment, legitimacy, ability,
ambiguous meaning, or another meaning unidentified by Butler or other researchers.
Uses of willwere categorized as meaning one of following: future time prediction,
volition, induction or deduction. Counts of occurrences of each of these different
semantic functions were made by hand, and differences in counts between the two
corpora were noted. Where I saw important differences in the prevalent functions of
each verb, further qualitative analysis was done to determine possible reasons for
the differences. Finally, I tried to make connections between the different
proportional functions for which modal verbs were being used and the overall
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quantitative findings. Combining quantitative and qualitative findings provides a
picture of frequencies of student use and reasons for tfie differences in frequencies.
Summary
in order to answer the research questions regarding how students used
modal verbs differentlyfrom professional writers in scientific research articles, I
created two corpora, a student corpus of research articles from a variety of
disciplines, written by international students in the English 101D course at Iowa
State University, and a professional corpus of research articles in different fields
taken from a variety of previously created corpora. Modal verbs were counted in
each of the corpora, and the occurrences of the modal verbs in both of the corpora
and In each of their research article section divisions were compared. The modal
verbs with the greatest differences in counts-may, can and will-vjere analyzed
further to find differences in their contextual use and semantic functions within the
two corpora. These findings are presented and discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study examined the differences in the use of modal verbs in scientific and
research articles by NS professionals and advanced international graduate students.
It looked at this difference within the context of the overall frequency of modal verbs
used in research writing, as well as the frequency differences between research
article sections and between individual modals. A further goal of the study was to
examine the functions of modal verbs used by the two groups in order note any
similarities or differences.
In order to address these questions, this chapter has two basic sections. The
first section focuses on the differences in modal verb counts for the two groups,
including differences between research article sections and in the use of a few of the
more important individual modal auxiliaries. The second section discusses the
possible reasons for differences in counts of modal verb use between students and
professionals, including the different functions modal verbs serve for each group of
writers.
Quantitative Findings
Overall counts
This section presents the total number of modal verbs used by each group.
As described in Chapter 2, Literature Review, the modal verbs counted were can,
could, may, might, must, shall, should, will, would, and the seml-modals going to has
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to, needed to, and supposed to. This list was developed on the basis of current
understanding of modal auxiliaries (BIber et al, 1999).
The counts immediately show obvious differences between the means of the
two groups. While the professional corpus had a mean count of about 6 modal
auxiliaries used per 1,000 words, the student corpus use was almost twice as
frequent, with a mean of 11.95 modal verbs used per 1,000 words.
The professional count is somewhat lower than past corpus studies of modal
verb use (see Table 4.1). However, the difference may be related to differences in
the corpora. Biber et al's (1999) corpus of academic writing was not limited to
scientific research articles, and Butler's (1990) corpus was made of not only
research articles but also college-level textbooks. A comparison with studies of
corpora closer to my own, which looked at only at counts of specific modal verbs,
suggests these findings are not overly low (see Table 4.2). In Varttala's (1998) study
of medical research articles and articles from more popular scientific journals,
occurrences of may, could, and might were counted, and 4.16 occurrences per
1,000 words were found, compared with a count of 3.0 of these verbs in my corpus.
Hyland's (1996) study of research articles reported 3.58 occurrences per 1,000
words of could, may, might, should and would, compared with a count of 4.0 of these
verbs in my professional corpus. In the corpora which were the focus of the present
study, we see the professionals use about six modal verbs per 1,000 words, and
students use twice as many modal verbs as the professionals do.
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Table 4.1. Studies of overall modal verb use in professional corpora
Studies
Number of modal verb
occurrences per 1,000 words
My study of modal verbs in
research articles.
6
Biber et al (1999) corpus of
academic writing -13
Butler's (1990) corpus of journal
articles and college textbooks
9.56
Table 4.2. Studies of use of specific modal verbs in professional corpora
Studies of modals
Counts per
1,000 words
Counts of the
same modals in
the present study
Varttala (1998) may, could, might 4.16 3.0
Hyland (1996) could, may, miaht, should, would 3.58 4.0
Range in overall counts
Besides the obvious difference In frequencies, the student corpus exhibited a
greater range in the number of modals used from article to article than professionals
did, as illustrated in Table 4.3. The high count in the professional corpus was 17.7
modal verbs per 1,000 words and the low was zero modal verbs per 1,000 words.
However, the range in the student corpus is more striking. The high number of
modal verbs used in these 29 papers is 25.26 per 1,000 words in one paper, while
the paper at the low end of the spectrum used 0.76 modals per 1,000 words. Both
corpora contain research articles about a variety of subjects, which may contribute to
some of the differences in modal use between individual articles. Another reason for
the differences may be related to the fact that half of the papers were first drafts and
the other half were revised based on instructor's comments. Related differences in
the teaching styles and emphases may also be a factor, as may be the relative skill
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levels of different students.
Table 4.3. Means and Ranges of IVIodal Verb Use
Corpus Mean counts of modal Range Number of papers/files Stan. Dev.
Professional 6.5 0-17.7 136 3.88
Student 11.98 0.76-25.26 29 6.6
Research article section counts
This section breaks down the number of modal auxiliaries used by research
article section. Results from both corpora concurred with the past research which
suggests Methods sections have the lowest occurrences of modal verbs and
Introductions and Discussion sections have the highest counts (Adams Smith, 1984;
Butler, 1990; Salager-Meyer, 1994; Skelton, 1997; Varttala, 1998). Previous
research has looked at Results and Discussion sections separately, but because, as
noted In Chapter 3, students often did not break their treatment of results into
separate Results and Discussion sections, I was not able to notice differences in the
counts of these different sections. In Methods sections, both students and
professionals used fewer modals than in their Introductions or Results/Discussion
sections. Students used more modal verbs in Results/Discussion sections than in
Introduction sections (Figure 4.1).
Despite the similarity in the proportional use of modal verbs in research article
sections, students demonstrated a consistently higher frequency of modal use
throughout the sections. The difference between the two was most pronounced in
the Methods sections. In Methods sections, students used almost four times as
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many modals as the professionals did (6.5 occurrences per 1,000 words compared
with 1.7 occurrences per 1,000 words). Students again used almost twice as many
modals as the professionals in the Results/Discussion sections (14.7 occurrences
compared with 7.4). In the professional corpus, modal verbs occurred with the same
frequency in the Introductions and Results/Discussion sections. However, students
used more modals in the Results/Discussion sections than in the Introduction
sections. In the Introductions, students used 1.5 times as many modal verbs as the
professionals did (11.9 occurrences compared 7.4). Figure 4.1 illustrates the total
modal counts in each research article section. We can see that students use more
modal verbs than their professional counterparts throughout the research article
sections, with the most pronounced difference occurring in the Methods sections.
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Ranges in section counts
The range of occurrences in individual sections of the student corpora is more
extreme than the range in the professional corpus, as illustrated in Table 4.4. in the
Introductions, the range of modal occurrences among individual papers In the
professional corpus went from a low of 0 to a high of 26.8. In the student corpus the
equivalent range was 0 to 42.4 occurrences per 1,000 words. In the Methods
sections, professional papers differed within a range of 0 to 9.3 occurrences, while
students had a range of 0 to 26.8 occurrences. And in the Results/Discussion
sections, students also exhibited a greater range, from 0 to 43.3, compared with the
professional range of 0 to 29.4. In each corpus and in each section, the low
frequency of occurrence was always zero, but the students typically demonstrated
more extremes in range.
Again, several factors may influence the greater range in student counts,
including the variety of subjects, differences between first and revised drafts,
different instructors and different skill levels.
Table 4.4. Ranges of Modal Counts in Article Sections
Corpus Intro Meth Re/Dis
Professional 0-26.8 0-9.3 0-29.4
Student 0-42.4 0-26.8 0-43.3
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Counts of individual modals
This section focuses on the differences in counts of three modal verbs that
showed notable variation between the two groups. While there were small
differences In the frequencies of occurrence in almost all of the modai auxiliaries,
there were only a few instances where the differences were greater than 0.5
occurrences per 1000 words. The modals may, can, and iv///showed the greatest
difference throughout the corpora and thus account for a large part of the difference
in counts between the two corpora, although should and could had a differences
greater than 0.5 In Results/Discussion sections. /Waywas the one modai verb which
was consistently underused by the learners, while can and will were examples of
some of the greatest overuse of modals, and looking at these examples may give us
a greater understanding of the causes for differences in use between the two
corpora.
Occurrences of may
/Waywas used less often by students than by the professionals. As Figure 4.2
shows, the student corpus had half as many occurrences of may as the professional
corpus did, with 1.7 fewer occurrences in the introductions, or about one third as
many, and half as many In the Methods sections. The difference In the
Results/Discussion sections was not as pronounced. Students used 80 percent of
the mays that professionals did, 1.9 occurrences compared to 2.4 occurrences.
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Figure 4.2. Occurrences of may per 1,000 words in each section
Occurrences of can
As Illustrated in Figure 4.3, the professionals used 1.3 cans per 1,000 words
in the total corpus and students used 4.7 cans per 1000 words, 3.4 more
occurrences per 1,000 words or 3.6 times as many occurrences by the students. In
the Introduction section, professionals used 2 cans per 1,000 words and students
used 4.2 cans per 1,000 words, 2.2 more per 1,000 words or about twice as many.
The differences in use of can in the Methods sections were most striking. Students
used 19.5 times as many cans, 3.9 occurrences compared with 0.4 occurrences in
the professional corpus. In the Results/Discussion section professionals used about
1.5 occurrences of can per 1,000 words, and students used 5.6 occurrences-3.7
times as many.
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Occurrences of Can
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Figure 4.3. Occurrences of can per 1,000 words in each section
Occurrences of will
As illustrated in Figure 4.4, will had 0.9 more occurrences in the total student
corpus, or 5.75 times as many occurrences In the student corpus than In the
professional corpus. In the Introduction section will was the modal which was most
overused. While professionals used only 0.3 occurrences of will per 1,000 words in
the Introductions, students used 3.6 occurrences, twelve times as many. There was
also a noticeable difference in the l\/lethods section, where students used 14 times
more occurrences of willXhan professionals, (1.4 compared with 0.1). Students also
used more than twice as many wills in the Results/Discussion sections, where the
student corpus had 1.6 occurrences per 1,000 words compared with the
professionals' 0.6 occurrences.
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We see from this section that differences in modal verb use between the two
corpora were most significant in the instances of three different modal verbs: may,
can, and will. Can shows the most prominent differences, while may shows the only
evidence of underuse of any modal by the students. Two other modals: could and
should a\so had differences greater than 0.5 in the Results and Discussion sections.
The student Results/Discussion corpus had 0.9 more occurrences of could and 1.0
more occurrences of should. The uses of these verbs are not covered within the
scope this study, but remain important areas for further research.
Functions of the Modal Auxiliaries in the Corpus
An overview of common semantic categories of /nay and can
The previous studies reviewed in Chapter Twoshowed that may and can
have potentially similar meanings and functions. Both can be used extrinsically to
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make an epistemic comment about the truth, probability or possibility ofthe truth of
any statement. Can and may may also be used intrinsically to make a statement
about the ability of a certain agent. The results suggested that maywas more likely
to be extrinsic than intrinsic; however, all the possible functions for both can and
maywere found in mycorpus, although in varying degrees. In this section, 1
exemplify these uses before going on to discuss the differences in use between the
two corpora for each of the modals separately.
In this example of a common use of may, the modal verb serves an extrinsic,
epistemic function in the professional corpus:
Because most height growth occurs early in stand development,
sapwood volume and maintenance respiration may not increase
greatly between intermediate and old-growth stands.
yWay can be paraphrased as "It's possible that sapwood volume and
maintenance respiration do not increase greatly...." Without the modal
meaning the proposition is expressed with no qualification and conveys a
more direct, positive meaning:
Because most height growth occurs early in stand
development, sapwood volume and maintenance respiration
do not increase greatly between intermediate and old-growth
stands.
Can serves the same function, expressing possibility, in this example
from the professional corpus:
Screening of surface charges by monovalent ions can be
significant, particularly when divalent ion concentration is low.
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Unlike the above extrinsic meanings, the intrinsic meaning of can and
may imply abiiity or permission. In the following example of may in an
instrinsic function, from the student corpus, the sentence can be paraphrased,
"The whole series...is often able to be synthesized with the same crystal
structure....":
The whole series of intermetalllc compounds r-t-sb may often be
synthesized with the same crystal structure, differing only in rare
earth elements.
Can much more commonly serves this intrinsic function, as in this
example in the professional corpus;
Despite these characteristics and the observation that myc can
modulate gene expression, a direct role for myc or Max as
transcription factors has never been demonstrated.
Can and may can also be used in a intrinsic manner to serve a more extrinsic
function. In these cases may and can are used to suggest legitimacy of a viewpoint
or logical possibility, as in these examples from the professional corpus:
The earlier paper may be regarded as essentially the introduction
to this paper and here we just note one or two points about
the....
The tendency for ex ratios of adults to be skewed toward
females, therefore, can be attributed to a differential survival.
In academic writing, the distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic functions
(meanings of possibility or ability) is not always easily determined. The meaning is
often ambiguous, able to serve both functions, sometimes logically able to mean
both ability and possibility at the same time, and in other occasions, able to mean
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only ability or possibility, although the intended meaning is unclear (Coates, 1983).
In this example from the professional corpus, may could serve to indicate
both that bile acids are able to damage DNA and that it is possible that bile acids
damage DNA:
"Bile acids may directly damage DNA, or chromatin."
A similarly ambiguous meaning of can is seen in this sentence from the
professional corpus.
We conclude that the mechanism will be effective in low-viscosity basic
and intermediate magmas and can occur in basaltic magmas for
crystals of diameter 1mm.
This sentence could be rewritten as either: "...and is able to occur in
basaltic magmas," or: "...and possibly occurs in basaltic magmas."
I chose not to classify these ambiguous meanings as either extrinsic or intrinsic,
rather, I placed them in their own "ambiguous" category.
Throughout both corpora, we see the modals can and may are used for their
traditionally accepted functions, to indicate possibility, ability, or legitimacy, or a
more ambiguous meaning. The differences between the two corpora are differences
of degree and proportion rather than a radically different understanding of the use of
one or more verb.
Epistemic use of may most common
Although the student and professional corpora exhibited similar functions of
can and may, a look at the proportional use of these functions reveals some of the
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differences between the corpora. In both the professional and student corpora, the
use ofmayoccurred almost solely in an extrinsic, epistemic function, as in this
example from the student corpus;
This may provide a direct method for making an integrated,
planar, focusing transducer using existing integrated circuit
fabrication technology.
Because may was so overwhelmingly used extrinsically, this function is the
only function ofmaydiscussed in depth in this study. The findings suggest students
who use may understand the common function and semanticmeaning associated
with the word. However, as noted in the quantitative findings, students use may
considerably less often than the professionals, especially in the Introduction
sections, where the student corpus had 1.5 less occurrences per 1,000 words than
the professional corpus. The biggest differences between use of may in the two
corpora was in the Introduction sections of the corpora. In Introductions, extrinsic
statements of certainty and doubt are less common when reporting about others'
research (Thompson and Yiyun, 1991) but occurrences of may are seen in the
introduction of a controversial area within the field or a phenomena that still has
plenty of questions. In other words, may and other forms of expressing uncertainty
are used to discuss the areas of necessary additional research or the "niche" in the
research (Swales, 1990) that the researcher wants to expose and to address.
In these introductions we see professionals discussing some unknowns in
their field through the presentation of what may be or possibly is the case:
Phytomass incorporates physiologic controls over growth as well as
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evolutionary responses to field conditions, making it difficult to sort out
proximal and ultimate controls. For example, growth of arctic and
alpine plants may halt while there are still resources available, which is
presumably an adaptation to unpredictable growing season length.
Selective pressures from natural enemies may also detemiine host
use. Certain hosts may provide "enemy-free space." Some hosts may
provide substrate where enemies are absent or in low abundance.
Other hosts may provide protection by furnishing a background for
crypsis or by supplying compounds acquired by the herbivore that are
not tolerated by natural enemies. Thus plant chemistry maybe
important in mediating the interactions between herbivores and their
natural enemies. We sampled for the absence of enemies or the
reduced impact of enemies with the use of certain hosts.
Unlike the professional corpus, the student papers in the study often did not
make many tentative statements in their Introductions that would indicate the room
for questions or doubt in their field. The students were more likely to merely report
what past research had indicated, as this example from a paper in genetics
indicates:
Using another isoenzyme, perioxidase, Yang and his colleagues
successfully test corn hybrid seeds purity. But isoenzymes are easily affected
by environmental factors. In many cases, the isoenzymes-based purity tests
are unstable and irreproducible.
Advances in molecular genetics allow to develop more effective and
stable DNA-based seed quality assessment approaches. Among these
methods, RAPD is the most popular. Chen applied this technology to check
the rice hybrid-xianyou 63 seeds purity. The result was the same as that of
seed germination. Luan also used RAPD to test tomato hybrid seeds purity
successfully.
Although RAPD overcome the drawbacksof isoenzyme-based approach, it
is still time-consuming, and costly. In this paper, we report a new DNA marker
method, which is more suitable for large-scale seed purity tests.
This learnerdoes not use modal verbs or anyotherhedging devices to the to explain
the complexities of the research question.
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This underuse of may suggests that throughout their writing, students write
overly positive, confident statements of fact, when a statement which is less
confident, suggesting possible rather than positive truth of a proposition, would be
more appropriate. For example, in the following selection from the Discussion
section of an economics article about the effects of welfare reform, the student writer
makes almost no qualifications to the strong statements made in assessing the
situation:
Therefore, the success of welfare can be accomplished with
enough low-skilled jobs and proper wage that can provide
resource for needs. People who stay in welfare are less
educated than people who leave public assistance, so another
strategy of success is providing job training and higher
education. Because children under age three make difficult for a
parent to work, proper child care can be an incentive to work.
The statements in this article could be interpreted as too definite to be
credible. Even the use of can in the last sentence is more suggestive of positive
ability rather than a more qualified statement of a possible effective strategy. Within
the entire Discussion section, no instances of may occur. Consider the different,
possibly more credible attitude conveyed when may is used to suggest possibility:
Therefore, the success of welfare maybe accomplished with enough
low-skilled jobs and proper wage that can provide resource for needs.
People who stay in welfare are less educated than people who leave
public assistance, so another strategy of success may be providing job
training and higher education.
In this version, the student's proposition is conveyed as likely but not
definite, a stance which is easier for a reader to accept than the first,
unqualified statement.
Thus we see students using may for the same function but to a lesser
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degree than theirprofessional counterparts, resulting in writing which conveys
a more direct, less qualified attitude, and neglects to express the unknowns in
the writer's area of research or the uncertainties inherent in almost every
claim.
Semantic classifications of can
This section introduces the various semantic classifications of can. Like may,
can functions in both extrinsic and intrinsic forms. Extrinsicaily it serves to comment
on the possibility ofa proposition. Intrinsically its possible meanings include ability
and legitimacy or permission. Can at times becomes much more difficult to analyze
after these more obvious meanings have been established. As Biber et al
acknowledge, "Can is especially ambiguous in academic prose, since it can often be
interpreted as marking logical possibilityor ability" (1999:492).
Most of the professional occurrences of can were relatively simple to classify
as either speaking about legitimate logical possibility or about ability. This example
from the professional corpus demonstrates the use of can to indicate ability:
For example, translocation of fixed carbon away from source tissue
can reduce feedback inhibition of photsynthesis resulting from
photsynthate accumulation under high carbon dioxide.
Another professional use of can serves to communicate logical possibility, an
epistemic function:
However, some recent field experimental evidence suggests that biotic
interactions also can be important to grasshoppers.
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Athird use of can byprofessionals indicates legitimacy ofa certain way of
viewing or understanding something-a type of permission:
The three properties can be explained on the assumption that a
synapse will be potentiated...
Ambiguous uses of canwere rare in the professional corpus, but
occurred often in the student corpus. Ambiguous meaning is exhibited in this
example from the student corpus, in which the student's meaning could be
Interpreted as logical possibility or ability:
"An new vector can be computed as follows."
Can serves a range of functions, some of them more easy to interpret
and classify than others, in both the student and professional corpora. All of
these functions were found in both corpora. The differentways in which can
was used in the student corpus, to express possibility, ability, legitimacy, or a
more ambiguous meaning, are discussed more extensivelywith examples
below.
Student use of can
/Way is the only modal that students consistently underused, while their use of
can was the most obvious example of overuse of modals. This section discusses the
functions can served in student overuse of the verb. Students used 3.3 more
occurrences of can per 1,000 words In the total corpus than the professional writers
did, and students used 3.7 more occurrences of can per 1,000 words in the total
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corpus than they used may. The students' overuse of can is immediately obvious in
theirwriting, as It is in this example from a student of consumer science.
Many consumers have thought if they can access the Intemet easily,
they'll often use the Intemet as a medium to search or purchase. It
implies that if they can use the Internet easily, such as at home,
workplace, and public library, they'll use it more than if they can not
access it. That Is difficult access Internet can be one of the barriers to
using Intemet shopping.
Can substituted for may
To some degree the overuse of can may help to explain the underuse ofmay.
Can, rather than may, often functions in the student corpus to propose the areas of
uncertainty, as this examplefrom an introduction by a student in veterinary medicine
indicates:
Several works suggest that glial cells can be important source of
EAAs. Szwatkovski (1990) proved that the Muller cells, type of retinal
glial cells can release glutamate through reversion of glutamate
transporter activity.... Since bradykinin is the main product of the
damage of blood vessels we have asked whether this agent can cause
glutamate release In the retinal glial cells as a response on the
damage of the retinal blood vessels in glaucoma.
As we saw earlier In the professional corpus, Introductions often contain mayto
express areas of uncertainty: the use of can in such a role distinguishes this student
writer's introduction of the niche from the professional writer's Introduction.
Can more often intrinsic
Although in the above example the student's use of can functions to indicate
possibility, can is still used intrinsically. Each of the instances of can In the above
sentences can be restated with "are able to be," although the first can, "glial cells
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can be important source..." has a more ambiguous semantic function. Both the
professional and the student corpus have far more instances of canwith meanings
of ability and legitimacy than ofepistemic possibility. This suggests that can is
regarded as generally serving a different function than mayby both groups of
writers.
Can used to express legitimacy
While in the professional corpus the most common use of can was to suggest
meanings ofability, and secondly meanings of legitimacy, in the student corpus just
the oppositewas true. Meanings of legitimacy, or meanings that suggested both
legitimacy and ability were more common than simple meanings ofability. Students
often used can to suggest the legitimate or logical way to view a proposition, as
these examples demonstrate:
Therefore, these types of research can be viewed a stepping stones to link
nutrition education with desirable food-and-nutrition-reiated purchasing
behaviors.
We can see the oxidation rate of all compositions were pretty low.
Through their use of can as an expression of legitimacy, they seem to have
substitute the more common (to the NS) way of expressing doubt or certainty about
a proposition, through the use of may, for an expression which made the reader and
the writer a more immediate part of the framing of the truth of the proposition. This
use of can either directly, in the active voice, or indirectly, in the passive voice,
suggests a human agent, something which the use of may in a extrinsic, epistemic
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function does not do.
The statement:
From the above examples, we can say that the modification and the
implementation can work well.(from the student corpus)
indicates a human agent "we" and thus puts more of the responsibility
for assessing the truth of the situation directly on the writer and reader
than the statement:
For example, growth of article and alpine plants may halt while
there are still resources available, (from the professional
corpus).
Consider the student statement rewritten with may rather than can in the
legitimate function:
Modification and implementation maywork well, based on the above
examples.
In this rewrite, the presence of the writer has been removed, and the more
distanced writing suggests the objective scientific writing we are used to.
Throughout the corpus we see students frequently using can intrinsically to
convey a permissible or legitimate action performed by an often specified
agent, such as "we can say," or "that can be attributed."
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Ambiguous use of can
Besides overuse of can to indicate legitimacy, learners also often overused
can for purposes ofambiguous meaning. While ambiguous meanings of can in
academic writing are to be expected to some degree (Biber et al., 1999) the uses of
can for meanings which could not easily be classified was byfar a much more
common feature of the learner corpus than the professional corpus. These uses of
can, which could be interpreted as meaning legitimacy and ability and at times even
possibility, often occurred in physics and engineering texts, where the discussion of
mathematical formulas seemed to encourage a use of can that fell somewhere
between the two meanings. The following examples from the student corpus
demonstrate this ambiguity between legitimacy and ability:
So we can caliber the darkness reader within each part of the curve
- and find the thickness of the material by linear interpolation.
At the same flow angle oc, we can see when flowwas inviscid, forces
were zero, when flow was viscid, forces were not zero.
These could be interpreted as meaning either, "So we are able to
caliber the darkness reader," or "So we legitimately may caliber the darkness
reader...."
Again we see can being used with a human agent, "we can..." creating a
tone not common in the professional corpus. The following examples show more
ambiguous uses of can which suggest a use not found in professional writing.
All electrons are negatively charged, so it might seem surprising that
two like charges can attract.
Based on work, it is feasible that integrated pvdf fresnel array
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transducer can be realized.
If the unemployment rate of country where recipients live is lower, they
can have higher chance to get a job and to get higher wage.
One of the opamp inputsmust be connected to one of the bipolar
transistors so that a Ptat voltage or current can be produced.
The use of can in these sentences causes them to seem marked and unnatural. In
professional writing will or mayor no modal auxiliary at all, depending on the degree
of tentativeness, would be more likely to appear.
Consider the above examples rewritten to use w///ormay or written without a
modal:
All electrons are negatively charged, so it might seem surprising that two like
charges willattract.
Based on work, it is feasible that integrated pvdf fresnel array tansducer will
be realized.
If the unemployment rate of countrywhere recipients live is lower, they may
have higher chance to get a job...
One of the opamp inputs must be connect to one of the bipolar transistors so
that a Ptat voltage or current is produced.
The rewritten sentences seem less marked when can is removed.
This use of can, and more specifically use of can to speak about formulas, is
most prevalent in students' Methods sections, especially the Methods sections of
physics and engineering texts, as seen in these examples:
Equation 14 can be true if the measured modes tj is the linear
combination of the columns of the Lij.
For a cmos process with Ivtpl = 0.7 v, the minimum supply voltage
can be lower than 1 V with a value approximately equal to the
theoretical limit of the proposed bandgap reference .
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To ensure vb equal to vbn - vtn6 , the inputstage of the tia can be
realized based on the same structure as the one that produces 13 .
A look at these examples helps explain the drastic overuse of can in Methods
sections.
The tendency of this type of use in physics and engineering texts, especially
in Methods sections, suggests some of the difference in the frequencies of can in the
student corpus could be related to the topical differences between the two corpora.
More than a third of the student writings are about the subjects of physics,
engineering and computer science, and not only do the students writing in these
subject areas have more frequent occurrences of can than students in other areas,
but past research has also shown that at least in physics can is used more
frequently than in the writings in biology (Butler, 1996). Students in engineering and
physics are more likely to use can infonnulas and in the ambiguous function
suggesting both logical legitimacy and ability, and these topics are less represented
in the professional corpus, in which most of the writings are from the natural
sciences.
However, this explanation does not explain the marked, unnatural tone many
of these ambiguous uses of can carry, and this explanation does not account for all
of the occurrences of can in the student corpus, as many non-engineering texts also
had frequent occurrences of can
Throughout the student corpus we see can being used in ways uncommon in
the professional corpus. Can often is used by students to suggest possibility, a
function served more often by may in the professional corpus. The students also use
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can to suggest legitimacy, a legitimate or permissible way of understanding a
proposition. Often students use can in ambiguous meanings, suggesting probability,
ability and legitimacy.
Use of will
The student corpus also had a greater proportion of occurrences of iv///than
the professional corpus, especially in the Introduction section. This section
introduces the semantic categories of w///found in the corpora. IV///usually, but not
always, implies a future reality. Itsmeanings can be divided along extrinsic
(functioning as prediction) and intrinsic (functioning as volition) lines, but Ifelt this
was too simplisticfor my purposes, as almost all academic writing can be expected
to use willior prediction, rather than volition (Biber et al, 1999). Butler (1996) used a
more detailed method for dividing extrinsically used wills (originally developed by
Huddleston, 1971). In this system, will is categorized according to one intrinsic
meaning, volition, and three extrinsic functions, future time, induction and deduction.
In its intrinsic meaning, w/Z/is used to suggest volition, as in this example from
the professional corpus:
(From a Methods section) The classes roughly correspond to
suppressed, intermediate, codominant and dominant crow classes and
will be referred to as such.
Extrinsically will often indicates future time, as in this example;
(From a professional Discussion section) ...there is little doubt that this
field iv///expand into one of the major applications of Mri in oncology.
A second extrinsic function of will indicates induction, suggesting a reality that
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is a recognized truth, as in this example:
(From a Discussion section) Moreover, the fermentation of fibre will
have effects on colonlc ph.
Finally, will a\so may indicate deduction, demonstrating a logical relationship
between two statements, usually "if then" sentences. This function is exemplified
in the following selection from a professional introduction:
If woodytissue respiration varies with surface area, then respiration
will increase with stand age.
The differences in student use of these different functions of will, to indicate volition,
prediction, induction and deduction, are discussed below.
Student use of wiU 'm Introduction sections
Will indicating volition
The students were far more likely to use will as an act of volition, especially in
the Introduction section, than the professional writers, in which volition occurred
rarely, usually only in the Methods section.
In this example from the student corpus, will serves to indicate volition,:
In section 2, we w///introduce the H &6 algorithm and our modification
scheme.
In the student corpus, the personal pronouns / and we often co-occurred with
iv///in volitional meanings, something that only occurred twice in the professional
corpus, both in Methods sections.
(From the student corpus. Introduction section): I w///write a
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program to simulate the pull cellular manufacturing process. I
will focus on what the change of manufacturing capability will
be. I will use this program to collect data about the quantity of
products.
Professionals' use of volitional will was more likely to co-occur with passive
forms, as in this example from a Methods section:
These classes roughly correspond to suppressed, intermediate,
codominant and dominant crown classes and will be referred to
as such.
Making predictions
Students often used iv///in Introduction sections to indicate prediction, in order
to imply that the proceedings ofan experiment or the writing of the paper itself would
continue according to their intention, as in this example from an Introduction:
In this paper the primordial phase of fmGA will be applied to a
helicopter rotor problemwhere "building blocks" for better solutions will
be selected from several thousands of designs. Among the types of
mGA, fmGA was chosen to be studied for the helicopter rotor design
problem because of its relatively small size of initial the initial
population called 'probabilistically complete initialization' thus the small
number of total function evaluations. The results iv///be investigated to
see if fmGA can effectively select promising building blocks through its
primordial stages even started with probabilistic initialization scheme.
When professionals wrote an overview of their work in Introductions, they did
not use will, rather they used present tense or past tense, with no medals, to inform
readers what was done in the study or to give a preview of the paper. These two
examples of a professional overview in the Introduction demonstrate this type of
overview:
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This paper continues an investigation of food plant related variation in
palatability of the Floridaqueen butterfly, Danaus gilippus berenice
(cramer).
Because similar mechanisms may exist in other alpine species, we
consider only live above ground phytomass here, but we use both the
current and previous year climate data in our analysis. We used path
analysis to examine phytomass climate relationships.
The above examples contrast the ways students give overviews of
their papers, with wHI 'm volition and prediction functions, with the way
professionals write overviews, without modal forms.
Both groups employ the future use of willXo discuss hypothetical predictions
and to discuss the future ramifications of their work or to make other future
predictions.
From the professional corpus:
We propose that mip-1 and other cytokines with glycosaminoglycan-
binding sites willbind to and be presented by endothelial
proteoglycans to trigger adhesion selectively not only of lymphocyte
subsets....
From the student corpus:
This work was conducted to have an idea about the response that the
powders, which willbe produced throughout this study, willgive to the
ultrasonic disruption with respect to their sizes and agglomeration
among each other.
In the first example, iv///is used to present a hypothesis, and the second iv///in the
next example serves to present the research question being studied.
Students were more likely in Introduction sections to speak strongly about the
future with regard to the predicted effects of their work or other scientific findings. As
the following examples demonstrate:
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But this question is really important in manufacturing factories. It will
affect the manufacturing cost, the factories layout, the quality of
products...
If the electricity could be sent through superconducting cable, not a
kilowatt-second of energy would be lost, billions of dollars will be
saved.
In this way, students argued the importance oftheirwork; professionals,
however, used similar sentences not in the Introductions but in Discussion sections.
The following examples from professional Discussion sections use iv///to talk about
the future effects of their findings:
We propose these simplerdiagnostic criteria will lead to earlier
diagnosis and more effective treatment of this group of
potentially lethal disorders.
It is hoped that this w///produce a pattern characteristic for each
strain of organism.
Not only do the professionals use these type of statements in
the Discussion sections, where they have already presented the
research and findings in detail, but they also hedge these statements
with phrases like "We propose..."and "It is /7opec//'something students
didn't do. The result is student writing which sounds overly positive and
confident before any of the actual research has been presented.
Throughout the Introduction sections we see students overusing
iv///for functions where the professional do not use will. Students used
iv///volitionally, to give an overview of the study, and to discuss the
predicted effects of their research.
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Student use of wUI'm Methods sections
Students writing in the areas of physics and engineering often
used will'm Methods sections for reasons similar to those influencing
their use of can. Can and will were both used In Methods sections to
talk about engineering problems or mathematical formulas. While can
was used to indicate how to form or solve a certain problem or formula
(eg: "So the location of the damage can be found by searching for a
value that is smaller than others in the matrix."), will was used to
indicate the expected results of a formula or situation. The following
examples from engineering Methods section demonstrate this use of
will:
By doing this, it will reduce the voltage difference between
those nodes and hence, the effects of offset voltage.
If the measured vector already lies in the subspace, then
Oakj and okj will be different.
The very few occurrences of will in Professional Methods
sections are used to express the intentions of the researchers and
occasionally to express an induction similar to what we see in the
student use. The following examples from the professional corpus
demonstrate professional use of iv///in Methods sections:
These classes roughly correspond to suppressed,
intermediate, codominant and dominant crown classes and
will be referred to as such.
The monoclonal antibody pc10 vw//"recognize" pcna in
conventionally fixed and processed histological material.
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The first example demonstrates use of willXo express intention, and the
second expresses induction.
Students consistently used willmore in Methods sections than
their professional counterparts, especially in engineering and physics
papers, where will'is used to express inductive logic in formulas.
Professional use of wiilm Discussion sections
Professionals also used will more often to discuss the future needs in their
field, a function usually occurring in the Discussion section, and one uncommon in
the student corpus. These examples of will 'm the professional corpus demonstrate
the use of willXo indicate future needs:
Further high-resolution observations iv///be needed to
distinguish between these possibilities.
...y-linked marsupial dry homologue is expected to be
necessary fortestis determination, but confirmation of this
hypothesis iv///require functional studies.
Students didn't discuss the future needs their research suggested, perhaps
one reason why overuse of iv///is not as noticeable in the Results/Discussion
sections as it is in Introductions and Methods sections.
The most common function for willin the professional corpus was to indicate
inductive reasoning, an accepted or logical truth. This was especially true in the
Discussion section, where will was used to speakabout the results of the experiment
and what could now be expected or understood. However, in many occasions where
will was used, the writers also used hedging to qualify claims, with words like
suggests and seems likely.
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This suggests that an antirefluxoperation w///not inevitably lead to
regression or resolution of Barrett's epithelium, and may not reduce...
Moreover, this fermentation of fibre iw//have effects on colonic ph.
We suggest that the presence of acetylcholine alone will not provide an
adequate stimulusfor the sweat response in the event of nerve
degeneration.
Overall, it seems likelythat the existence, speed and intensity-
correlated behaviour of qpos w///provide severe constraints on models.
While most occurrences of iv///in the professional corpus functioned
inductively, this function was rarer in the student corpus. For the most part students
did not use will in this way. In those circumstances where students would want to
speak about the what logically followed, from their findings, for example, students
were less likely to use will, the accepted form in the professional corpus, and much
more likely to use can in an ambiguous use suggesting possibility and ability.
Students may possibly be unaware or unable to use other hedging forms and thus
rely on the modal can when they want to qualify a claim. Afinal example
demonstrates this type of student use of can, for a situation in which will may be
more appropriate:
All electrons are negatively charged, so it might seem surprising that
two like charges can attract.
From the above examples we see professionals are using iv///in ways
students do not. Professionals discuss the future needs in their field with will and use
will in inductive statements.
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Summary; Professional-Student Differences in Modal Use
!n the quantitative findings we see students generally use more medals than
the professionals. They overuse modals in all of the sections of the research article,
although the differences seem more pronounced in the Methods sections, where
modals are so comparatively rare in the professional corpus.
Differences in use are most pronounced in a few modal auxiliaries, may, can
and will. May is the onlymodal auxiliary the students use less than the
professionals, to a great degree. Although both groups seem to use may for the
same function, extrinsically to make an epistemic statement about a proposition,
students use this function less often, especially in the Introduction section. These
findings could imply that students are not expressing the areas of uncertainty in their
field to the same degree or in the same manner as their professional counterparts.
Can occurs far more often in the student corpus than in the professional. For
students, it not only functions to express intrinsic ability, the most common function
in the professional corpus, but also to establish the legitimate way of viewing or
understanding a proposition, which seems in some situations the students' way of
expressing epistemic meaning. Can is often used ambiguously, especially in
situations not common in professional use. The student corpus also had greater
occurrences of can used to relate mathematical terms and fomiulas than
professionals, especially in Methods sections, a result of the different subject
matters covered in both corpora. Thus we see students using can in ways not as
common in the professional corpus: to express legitimacy, as a sort of author
comment, in ambiguous meanings, as well as to convey mathematical and scientific
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formulas.
Willdoes not serve to express the inductive meaning in the student corpus as
often as it does in professional scientific writing. Rather, students most often use will
to express their intentions for the immediate future within the paper or within the
experiment they are carrying out, a function rarely used by the professionals.
Students do overuse iv///inductively in Methods sections In the fields of engineering
and physics.
From these findings we can see striking differences In the frequencies and
functions of use of modal auxiliaries by the two groups. The implications of these
findings will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5- CONCLUSION
This study found some important differences in the ways leamers of English
and professional scientists use modal verbs in scientific research articles,
differences in degree ofuse as well as differences In the types ofmodal used and
the purposes or functions for which theyare used for. This infonnation is helpful for
students, their teachers and materials writers. The study's results have additional
application forfurther research. This chapter presents the major findings ofthe
study, limitations ofthe study and implications for further research and applications
of the findings for students and educators.
Major Findings
The research question which drove this studywas divided into four, closely-
related questions. The first question, which addressed the issue of the differences in
use of modal verbs in scientific research articles by NS professionals and advanced
international graduate students with respect to the overall frequency of modal verbs
used, was answered by counts of all modal verb occurrences in both corpora. The
results of these counts Indicate that students used modal verbs twice as frequently
as professionals writers did.
Results of the second question concerning the frequencies in different
research article sections determined that while professionals and students both used
more modals In Results and Discussion sections than in Methods sections, students
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overused modal verbs in every section, and overused them to the highest degree in
the Methods sections.
The third question was concerned with the differences in use of individual
modal verbs. Three modal verbs in particular exemplified the differences in student
use. Can and iv/7/were the most generally overused modals by students and may
was the one modal consistently underused by students. Maywas underused most in
Introductions and Methods sections. Can was overused most significantly in the
Methods and Results/Discussion sections, while willwas overused most in the
Introduction and Methods sections.
The fourth question addressed the issue of functional use of the modal verbs.
In their use of may, students and professionals performed the same functions with
the verb, expressing possibility: students, though, used the modal for this function
less often than their professional counterparts, suggesting students write more
direct, unmitigated statements than are normally found In professional writing.
Use of can and will differed not only by degree but also by the functions these
modal verbs fulfilled in the two corpora. Students tended to overuse can for many
different functions including functions professionals more often performed with may
and will. Students used can to suggest possibility and to indicate a legitimate
understanding of a proposition in situations where professionals would use may to
make an extrinsic comment on the certainty of a proposition. Students often used
can in ambiguous ways, and can was also heavily used in students' engineering and
physics texts In discussions of mathematical formulas, especially in Methods
sections. In part, this overuse of can may be due to differences in topics.
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IV///was overused by students in Introductions to indicate volition, often co-
occurring with first-person pronouns, and to give an overview of the study. Students
also used iv///in Introductions to discuss the implications their study would have, a
function professionals used in Results/Discussion sections. Students also overused
iv///in the Methods sections to express induction In engineering problems and
formulas. This again suggests the influence differing writing topics had on the study's
results. Students did not use will for some functions which were common in the
professional corpus. Including Indicating Induction and discussing the future needs of
the field.
Finally, we see students overusing modals throughout the corpus and in each
research article section. They especially overuse can and will, while underusing may
and they often use these verbs to perfomi functions for which the professionals do
not use these modals.
Of course, we must be careful not to over-generalize these findings. The
small student corpus, which was the result of a limited number of student papers and
student papers with fewer words than most professional articles, causes the findings
to be less generalizable, and further study with a larger student corpus is necessary
to determine If the findings of this study are applicable to most international student
writers. As mentioned earlier, differences in writing topics also limited this study.
Further research needs to be done to determine how much affect different subject
areas have on the modal verb use by students. Nevertheless, this study has
important Implications for those concerned with the scientific writing of non-native
speakers.
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Implications for Materials Development and Current Instruction
The findings presented in this study will be especially useful to ESL
instructors teaching advanced research writing and to material writers preparing
EAP and ESP textbooks. The varied findings of this study provide ample possibilities
for additional instruction. Not onlywould non-native speakers benefit from such
teaching, but native speaking students would also likely be helped by leaming the
appropriate contexts for modal verbs, especially in technical communication.
Teachers can help students understand the different, less prominent, role
modal verbs play in research writing compared with more informal, subjective types
of writing. This might be done through exposure to conversation texts, or to more
informal personal writing. Students could be asked to compare the ways modal
verbs are used in these situations with the ways the forms are used in research
writing. Students could be directed to pay special attention to the common use of
personal pronouns and human agents with modal verbs in conversation and informal
writing which does not often occur in academic writing. Academic writing textbooks
could also address the different qualities of conversation and academic writing, and
highlight specifically the use of modal verbs. See Figure 5.1 for an example of a
class exercise addressing differences in modal use between registers. In this
example, students used are asked to look at an example of a conversation and an
example of a research article discussion section. They are instructed to pick out the
modal verbs and their noun subjects and determine what functions the modals are
playing in both examples. Although they have extremely limited data, students are
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able to see that modal verbs occur more often in conversation with personal
pronouns as the subjects, and they are used more often to express ability and
intention, while in research writing the modal verbs are used to express possibility.
This exercise could be extended with more examples which would make the findings
more generalizable for the students.
Students should also be made more aware of the functional appropriateness
of modal verbs in Introductions and Discussion sections rather than in Methods
sections. Exercises which ask students to count the numbers of modal verbs in each
section of a research article and to make comparisons between the sections and
then to use these findings to make generalizations about the functions modal verbs
play in professional research articles would be helpful. See Figure 5.2 for an
example of such an exercise. In this example, the students are asked to compare
the findings of this study, which show that modal verbs are used least often in
Methods sections, with writing from their own disciplines. They are to count all
occurrences of modal verbs in each section of a research article from their field and
detennine where modal verbs are used most frequently. They are then asked to
write a comment statement for a Discussion section expressing whymodal verbs are
used differently in different research article sections.
Because students are more likely to use modal verbs intrinsically, oftenwith a
human agent, rather than extrinsically, to express doubt and uncertainty, students
need to see how statements are qualified throughout professional research articles,
with may as well as with other hedging forms, including modal adverbs, adjectives
and lexical verbs. In Figure 5.3 students are asked to write all occurrences of
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"hedges" which they find in an example research article from their field. They are
asked to summarize their findings and suggest why hedges are used in certain
situations.
Textbooks need to address the various hedging forms, and teachers should
spend class time discussing the appropriate contexts for hedging forms, including
the most common hedging forms, modal verbs.
Students should also be taught to recognize when they use these forms for
unnatural functions, such as can to indicate legitimacy. A concordancing exercise
exposing students to the most common uses of can and may in research writing
would help students learn the appropriate functions inductively. In Figure 5.4
students use a concordancer, Monoconc, to retrieve all the occurrences of can and
may in a limited corpus of research articles. Students are to examine the subjects
used with the verbs and the functions these verbs play in the writing. They are then
expected to compare the uses of these two modal verbs to notice differences in their
meanings and uses. This exercise, along with the others previously explained, will
allow students to inductively discover some of the natural, standard uses and
functions of modal verbs in research writing.
Another way teachers might begin to address these issues could be through
student editing exercises In which they are asked to find and correct specific uses of
modal verbs in their writing which are unnatural or uncommon in most professional
scientific writing. Textbooks could also give examples of overuse and unnatural use
ofwords like can or will, helping students to be aware of potential misuse of such
words and to recognize what they can do to avoid inappropriate use of the forms.
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ModalVeibs. Comparison ofregistare.
Yog ere goingto lock attwodXerert regislefsiortypnof
e6minuibdion,and conip'arehow modal.v^s ore used heach
reglsler. Tlwfi^regtelerlsconvtrsaUon.anclthssecardis
research article Wrttfg. Work wSh a partnerlo analyze the two
regislers.
A. COHVERSAliOH
BelowIsa SMALL ^eceof cdnversailcnbetween thrn people.Do
the followingen^is;
1. Ci^le ellthe occurrencesofMODAL VERBS:,
e'en,coiild,will,would, miolit,must.Bh^l sml should;
2..Cir^ the noun subf^s of those verbs.
3. List the sutsjects; verbs, and the functions of the modal verbs Inthe
space below.
<Rand> Well donl write let on fridey, we may have something
we ward lo do.
leenpickyouupi(rinne(d^gartythhg...Kollhatl
woukMpldiyou up.'cause 1was ddng anythingbU I liiean IfIdorVt
have to goto school or anything.
<Eliz^eIh> Do youhave plahscn Frldaynl^tenflftesnp m.
«Man(ty» Fo^five.
<Rand> Ohhey.youcanpldcherupMendy,
«EDze()eth> MomI
«Mantfy> Oltay Iwllpick youup.
Sublects ModalVerbs: Fundions of the veifcs
may ibew pMSitilJl/
D. RESEARCH WirniHG
FoDowlhe same steps Ofanalysis (ortl^ portionof a Discussion
Section.
Ceobacter metaiireducens (formerly, strtfrt Os- IS) end
ShewaneOaptiref^mserethsonlywdcharacteriied organisms
knownto couple the oridsiloh of (ermertation edds endAr hydrogett
totftereduetionofF^ii). Tbectnradsristic Pfladatagaveno
Micdlonthat either ofthesecrganisiRs was presert hthe mud or
thecorwetiCTi. This, together wth the Desulloviirlo enrichmert. led
usloiRvestigelethe posskiltythat Srbmlgn be Irrvotvedin Fe^i)
reduction.-in aqudbsedlmerts, H3is Ulcalytota the most important
etoetrondonor for DesUfostoio.Apurecultireof Desuifovlirio
desulfurtcans readily reduced FeCIOi.wtiaeas DesuHobader
postg^i and De^if^acter orvatus did'not(fig.2);:Thereductionof
Fe(li5 hthe presenee'of D.desuifurlcws could notbetharesut of-
indirectrediidi6hofFe(Di)byMlpNdebeceusethe jnHaisulphate
ccncentreUonbf or^320mcoiJd prvitie enoiii^ suicidetoredice
lessthahS%oftheF^d) thatwas reduc^. Fijrthermore. dl oftta.
sulphate wasredueedwUtinUiera^ dayoitheexjatTim^wtieraM
mostof the FeCiQ rediicllcnwm afl^ lte frst day.
St^jjecl Modal verbs Fmlian
Hc^Ktion eoiiU BbSfti^posstilfy
VWiddiflerences do you not lee between the two respsterswSh
regerdto: the number ot modal verbs
the types of modal verbs
the types of subjects
and the functions that the modal verbs play?
How coUd Itsse fhdings a((^ your wvn reseenti wrting?
Make soma commerts aboii yoir fndngs here
Figure 5.1 Worksheet comparing modal use in registers.
Modal Vocbs. Comparison of rssearch artide sections.
Below isa figuere^esaithg thefhdingsofmyownresearch,
i found thd' modal verbs occvfed more often In Inlroeluetlons end in
restdstfscusslon secttoRsthv) h methods secllofts.(Yai cat^ also
see that studerts always overused modal verbs))
Look at one of your own example reseoi^ article and court the
number ofmodel verbs Ineach section to see ifthe wrling tlwe
reflects my fntfngs.
doyoufkid?
Explainhowyoir exemple supports or refutes these 1lr^cljngs.
Why do you think I Is true ti^ modal verbs are used less otter) In
mdhods sections? GiveaexpienEtfion statemer«~one that I might
use h my discussion sedloni
Figure 5.2 Worksheet studying modal use in article sections
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Modal verbs and other tentativewords.
We'veialkcd a mtleabout tentative vertis, suggesth^ that they ere
usefidln results endciiscusticn$ect^n$ because theylieip make a
dalm sound more reasonable or precise.WeVe also mentbn^thst
other .words can also be tentative..
Here ere someposslbtetentetlve words. They arenT ell verl»l
Vsbs: rhiiy,could, ihlgtit.vvduld eppesrasug^sti eeian,
ln(Scate,
A^eetlves:possible,probable,likely
Adverbs: possibV, probably, apparertly, approximately
Lookaty^samiila article again; This time find eilofthe
tenldiffl words inthe each research article section. My list is just to
get youstarted. See how many more you cenfind. Based on your
fincflrtgs, wMehsections ol the research article are moretentstlve?
V)Aiy do you think this is true?
Introduction Methods Rsoutto Discu88(on
Suggest
Wiie asummaryofyourresultsera ejqslairjwhy youlhinklNs
happens.
Figure 5.3 Worksheet examining hedging forms.
.ModalVCTte; Analysis of cffff arid may
Thisa jr« rcfultsfrsm a con«»idinc^g s6fliiuat«pt4gram.Th« piegrtm
hislound every •x«mple olean Inournmple of resasidi jrtides.
Anjly3a1h« t«;ulteto disoovei hoiAicarls most olten us«d in lestaieh
artidesJ
1. Pld(20«><amples andlist j)tha ntjeds olSi« u«rbb) tHeft;ndl«nsef
ilievsib:tosf>oiN posslbnitv, il^lih/,l«glimj^,n)j9i«'m<Sc3lftinctions,
ormereSi'2n'oft« oftlisse/Discussni'th «paitn«i,
2. Make seme senerdizatons dbout Ae ways ea/i Is used.in simntific
rKejicli irtides. Use'eximpleic from theMmple sentences.
3. Hewart csnanleiay used diffscertiyh research jrtldes?
{2!CcMiirilMeB »|c*n]
i>cn gilitt evH «v« liism .ei« SniHil tlillitcgi. >111)
MnscqiiMi^nnurtBKlaitf 'iwir'Dw Bit iMd «(
Ainiiiptrtcil eleiB .kiooa'ftc lewtr tan
mM
... lilt a Bit iwiDccii >m«y.-«ii>»c»iitie.3llnicleni9ll ml lievr Intel
HoMwiiiihnrtrt 3.B mtteti-tatl wMi lw«ii -r
, tlem te.iotffid smwliigto 9 tsii.„ 5
spceiM'ol CaIlB3(ArKd>W'Cai>ciicxliillnlhB laba>iifory'<(CJlid* 19.^^
birttucc. SBltatiiEV i>< ••oil OMUt on itlUdcd. by (caadary raet^tili.^
loMifulA. tomtiMMrcd tpiecns «n li< ditecuy arlAfiirec^
1t.>oihalnaa<4rtiis«a<j«ii»i;*ii<niun te. dciertsU. InVittralstiwtdBwJ;-^
araMio tcasen tnalhcaobe* llmiSiig itetii;-!!) alp|»lim,.. i ^
enj ftc vW«bl«s. i^8i»niVti» <S«R Wrt.i p»l«tMa» •hypW'itHMlm.. K,
T3:",C/»lj irt tc.dlimtKVd *• » tn«eli«irfsm
•
Figure 5.4 Example of a concordancing exercise.
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Implications for Further Research
The direct instructional applications of this research suggest the importance
of further research into the use of modal verbs. The research questions in this study
have not been addressed to any significant extent In the past, and thus the needs of
future research are extensive. As was mentioned earlier, similar studies be done
with a larger learner corpus and with a corpus of learner writing which more closely
matches the subjects in the professional corpus. Further studies must also address
the questions of topical influence on modal verb use. Research should also bedone
comparing the lexical verbs and the agents co-occurring with the modal verbs. The
initial findings indicate students tend to usemore personal pronouns with modal
forms, suggesting a more conversational or involved tone achieved at least in part
through modal verb use, but again, further work must be done. Related studies
concerning the predominance ofactive and passive voice in modal verb use would
also be helpful. Additionally, many applied linguists have studied the role of other
modal forms, modal adverbs, adjectives, and lexical verbs and nouns that imply
modality, including hedging, and such research should also be done on the leamer
use of these forms.
Conclusion
This study used two corpora to examine student use of modal verbs in
research writing and found that students generally overuse most forms throughout
research articles and in every research article section when compared to the
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professional corpus. Only maywas significantly underused. Students were also
I
found to use modals, especially can and will, for different purposes than
professionals.
Of course the findings must be considered in the light of the study's
limitations, its size of the student corpus and the differences in research topics,
which may affect the modals used. However, the findings do give us important
information about learner use of these Important forms.
Students should be served by the information in this study, which will allow
teachers and textbook writers to better inform them about the appropriateness of
modal verbs in scientific writing and the nuances of functions fulfilled by these modal
verbs In competent research writing.
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APPENDIX A: CONSENT FORM
This appendix contains a copy of the consent form the subjects were asl<ed to sign.
The form appears on the next page.
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To: 101d students: Fall '99 
From: Jenny Hykes, MA candidate in English 
Re: consent to participate in a master's thesis project 
I am a graduate student in Teaching English as a Second Language/Applied Linguistics. I 
am doing my thesis research on how international students write research articles. My 
research should help international students improve their scientific writing. 
For my research I am asking for your permission to copy the rough draft of your research 
article that you hand in to your English 101 d instructor. 
You will not need to make any extra copies or do any additional writing. Your instructor and I 
will not discuss your paper or my analysis of your writing, and your grade will not be affected 
in any way by my research. The data I receive from your writing will be reported without your 
name. 
Your participation in this project is completely voluntary, and you can end your participation 
at any time. 
If you are willing to participate in this project, please sign the attached form, and I will 
automatically make a copy of the rough draft of your article when you hand it in to your 
instructor. 
Thank you for your help. 
Jenny Hykes 
I agree to allow Jenny Hykes to use a copy of my research article in her thesis research on 
international students' writing. 
I understand I can withdraw! my participation in this project at any time. 
(printed) (signed) 
Date _________ _ 
English 101 D section/instructor _________ _ 
Major __________ _ 
Years attending ISU _______ _ 
Years studying in the U.S. or another English speaking country ______ _ 
Native language _ ____ _ 
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APPENDIX B: HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL 
This appendix contains a copy of the form "Information for Review of Research 
Involving Human Subjects" used at Iowa State University. The form shows that 
approval for the study was granted by the Human Subjects Committee. The form 
appears on the next three pages. 
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Information for Review of Research Involving Human Subjects
Iowa State University
(Please type and use the attached instructions for completing this form)
1, Title ofProject A comparison of the use of modal verbs in research aiticles by NS professionals and NNS
graduate students.
2. I agree to provide the propersurveillance of this project to insure that the rights and welfare of the humansubjects are
protected. I will report any adverse reactions to the committee. Additions to or changes in research procedures after
the project has been approvedwill be submitted to the committeefor review. I agree to request renewal of approval for
anv project continuing more than one year.
Jennv Hvkes
Typed name of principal investigator
English
Department
296-2072
Phone number to report'results'
-2 nthpr inVffStjPf^tOrS
10.1.99
Date
206 Ross Hall
Campus address
Date
4. Principal investigator(s) (check all that apply)
n Faculty Q Staff X Gradtiate student
\J
Relationship to principal investigate^j^c
Major professor
I IUndergraduate student
5. Project (check all that apply)
(m Research XThesis ordissertation CH Class project Q Independent Study (490, 590, Honors project)
6. Number of subjects (complete all that apply)
# adults, non-students: # minors under 14:
# ISU students:
rr minors 14 - 17:
7.
68 other
(explain);
Briefdescription of proposed research involving htunansubjects: (See instructions, item7. Use an additional page if
needed.)
The purpose of this research project is tocompare hownative speakers and international graduate students usemodal
verbs in their writing. I will take samples of writing from students in Fall 1999English lOld courses. The students
will not have to do any extra work ormake any extra copies of their writing. After obtaining a copy oftheir writing
from their instructor, (with their permission), I will count the number ofmodal verbs used andinterpret the fimctions
these modal verbs are playing in theirwriting andcompare these findings with the useofmodal veri^ by native
speaking professionals. Any repxjrting ofthe data will be done anonvmously, andsubject's participation will i^e
completely voluntary.
8. Informed
Consent:
(Please do not send research, thesis, or dissertation proposals.)
X Signedinformed consentwillbe obtained. (Attach a copyof yourform.)
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9. Confidentiality ofData: Describe below the methods you will use lo ensure the confidentiality of data obtained, (See
instructions, item 9.)
No names will be published mlh ihe data Iobtain. I \vill not discuss the subjects with their instniaors.
10. What risks or discomfort mil be part of the study? WiU subjects in the research be placed at risk or incur (Uscomfort?
Describe any risks to the subjects and precautions that will be taken to minimize them. (The concept of nsk goes
beyond physical risk and includes risks to subjects' dignity and self-respect as weU as psychological or emouonal nsk.
See instnicdons, item 10.)
No risks or discomfort. Participation is completelyvoluntary.
11. CHECK ALL of the foUowing that applytoyour research:
\ 1A. Medical clearance necessary before subjects can participate
1 IB. Administrationof substances (foods, drugs, etc.) to subjects
I I C. Physicalexerciseor conditioning for subjects
• D. Samples (blood, tissue, etc.) from subjects
Q E. Administration of infectious agents or recombinant DNA
I [F. Deception of subjects
I 1G. Subjects under 14 years ofage and/or IZ] Subjects 14 - 17 years ofage
1 IH. Subjects in institutions (nursing homes, prisons, etc.)
I I I. Research must be approved by another institution oragency (Attach letters ofapproval)
Ifyou checked any of the items in 11, please complete the following in the space below (mclude any attachm,^nts):
Items A—E Describe the procedures and note the proposed safety precautions.
Items D-K The principal investigator should send acopy of this form to Environmental Health and Safety, 118
Agronomy Lab for review.
Item F Describe how subjects will be deceived; justify the deception; indicate the debriefing procedure,
including the timing and information to be presented lo subjects.
Item G For subjects under the age of 14, indicate how informed consent will be obtained from parents or legally
authorized representatives as wellas from subjects.
Items H-I Specify the agency or institution that must approve the project. Ifsubjects in any outside agency or
institution are involved approval must be obtained prior to beginning the research, and the letter of
approval should be filed.
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Last name of Principal Investigator Hykes
Checklist for Attachments and Time Schedule
The following are attached (please check):
12. X Letter or written statement to subjects indicadng clearly:
a) the purpose of the research
b) the use of anv identifier codes (names, #'s). how thevwill be used, and when theywill be removed (see item
17) '
c) an estimate of time needed for participation in the research
d) if applicable, the location of the research activity
e) how you will ensure confidentiality
f) in a longitudinal study, when and how you will contact subjects later
g) that participation is voluntaiy; nonparticipation will not affect evaluadons of the subject
13. n Signed consent form (ifapplicable)
14. • Letter ofapproval for research from cooperating organizauons or institutions (ifapplicable)
15. n Datti-gathering instn^mgnts i
16. Andcipated dates for contact with subjects:
First contact Last contact
October II. 1999 . December 10, 1S99
Month/DayA'ear Month/DayA'ear
17. Ifapplicable: anticipated date that identifiers will be removed from completed survey instruments and/oraudio or
visual tapeswill be erased:
December 10, 1999
Month/DayA'ear
18. Si£nature.oLDeoartmAnt^ii-K.v<»e»,*;,.^, Date Department orAdministrative Unit
Offic
English
j^c^sion of the University Human Subjects Review Committee:
• Project approved Q Project not approved • No action required
Name ofHuman Subjects inResearch Committee Chair Date SiMati™LCn^mimneeJZl,nir_j
Patricia M. Keith ; \
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